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Chapter 1. Y U NO Have Facebook ID ? 

 

When a player can’t defend their argument and throw their entire 
mistake to other. And ‘Hare gene ga ad FB?’  

I got all necessary evidence and He keeps shouting ‘Sini adu skill 
40 secs’. It’s that relevant? Let us take some example like in 
Police. When you got example stealing, than Police Officer said 
‘We got the evidence that you stealing on xxx’ then you will said 
like above? ‘Sini adu skill?’  What skill? Stealing skill? Just purely 
LOL 

I don’t mark a player as a Cheater if I don’t have enough evidence. 
Since I fully respect to all Player [Except Retard one]. So for all 
haters better think first before you try to mess up with me. 

  



★ The Evidence 

Taken from His Ghost Mode, Don’t know about ghost mode? It’s Pangya! 
System for recording what you play on Tournament. IT WILL FULLY 
REFLECT WHAT YOU ARE DONE AT TOURNAMENT. Slap me if I’m wrong. 
So let examine this one. 

 

For Title for this Chapter taken from this Screenshot 



 

What the hack is that? *Tsundere Mode On* That’s Suspected Stats 
Dummy *Tsundere Mode Off* 

Nothing weird right? Yep nothing weird from those stats. Let see Next 
Evidence. 

  



 

Then what is this? *Tsundere Mode On* Its recorded ghost mode that 
record by me baka *Tsundere Mode Off* 

Chigau yo, back to topic. See His Spin trail, Can’t see ? 

  



 

Then, what is that for? Did you forget about stats screenshot before? If 

you forget already lemme give once again. 

 

It show that His Spin at 7, are you really sure that spin of 7? As far as I 
remember those will be spin 9 [Recall from length of Spin trail] 

That the first Evidence [You will be fully understand if you play his ghost 
mode] 

If you play at Pangya! US and Cheater Hunter like me. 

Q: Sensei Interruption! What is Cheater Hunter? 

A: Cheater Hunter for me it’s more like that Playing Ghost Mode from 
Cheating User. 

Q: Sensei Interruption! Then what for you do that? 

A: Easy Money for sure, just try win while play Cheater Ghost Mode, and 
ready for rapid click. Then you will know what I mean. 

Detailed Spin mark 

Spin Start 

Spin End 



Have Ever Playing a Cheater ghost Mode? Then you will be familiar with 
this Screenshot. 

 

 



 

No one can made Game Data corrupt if you not using any hacks in game. 

Q: Sensei why there is a popup that game data corrupt? 

A: Because Pangya! Ghost Mode file only write that sequence that you 
shot. For Example 

Par 3: Got HIO, so Sequence will be 1 Shot [Pangya! > Hole In] 

If you use Hack like 0m, In your Screen while hacking yes it will be Hole In, 
but if other player that not using 0m hack? It will be counted as missed 



Then what the effect? 

Ghost File writes that you already Hole in at Par 3, but in non cheater 
screen it not Hole In, then System will be advancing to Next Hole Sequence. 

Then Possible if Ghost File write that you Shot for 18H Tournament 
example 78 Shot, but Client request 79 Shot because those paragraph 
above? That makes Game Data Corrupted. 

 

Hope you understand what I said. 

 
And Here his respond [Don’t try at Home] 

http://kurisutaru.minus.com/mJqHR8EzowcT2  

http://kurisutaru.minus.com/mJqHR8EzowcT2


★ Closing 

Yep that’s for First Volume of My Novel, Will be publishing 
another if I got any case like this. 

 

For Haters I NEVER do anything with your ID as long as You don’t 
do anything weird at KitaGamers Pangya! Server. And keep this 
line at your memories 

 “I’m only the one who requested by KitaGamers Owner for 
managing their Pangya! Server. Managing is not same like ruling 
the server. If you concern about RPG-Pangya! That shutted down, 
ask RPG Owner for their reason and I got my reason too if you 
want to hear. I not a player that play Pangya! Only for one two or 
three month, I play Pangya! since Season 1 at Bolehgame 
Indonesia that closed due server hacked by bla bla bla. And I have 
sharp sense of detecting ‘weird’ things at game (Thanks to The-
CStrike :p). Lastly if you want to play at our server we are more 
than welcome you to enjoy but be a nice and follow our rules. 
Then you will got the joy as other player that play at our server.” 

 

 

Sincerely, 

   

Kurisutaru. 

 

Note : Fuk the grammar #LOL 


